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Temperature dependence of the charge carrier mobility in gated quasi-one-dimensional systems
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The many-body Monte Carlo method is used to evaluate the frequency-dependent conductivity and the
average mobility of a system of hopping charges, electronic or ionic, on a one-dimensional chain or channel of
finite length. Two cases are considered: the chain is connected to electrodes and in the other case the chain is
confined, giving zero dc conduction. The concentration of charge is varied using a gate electrode. At low
temperatures and with the presence of an injection barrier, the mobility is an oscillatory function of density.
This is due to the phenomenon of charge density pinning. Mobility changes occur due to the cooperative
pinning and unpinning of the distribution. At high temperatures, we find that the electron-electron interaction
reduces the mobility monotonically with density, but perhaps not as much as one might intuitively expect
because the path summation favor the ‘‘in-phase contributions’’ to the mobility, i.e., the sequential paths in
which the carriers have to wait for the one in front to exit and so on. The carrier interactions produce a
frequency-dependent mobility which is of the same order as the change in the dc mobility with density; i.e., it
is a comparably weak effect. However, when combined with an injection barrier or intrinsic disorder, the
interactions reduce the free volume and amplify disorder by making it nonlocal, and this can explain the too
early onset of frequency dependence in the conductivity of some high mobility quasi-one-dimensional organic
materials.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.67.165417 PACS number~s!: 72.20.2i, 61.30.2v
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I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to understand how electr
electron interactions affect the ac conductivity in the stoch
tic regime of transport in low-dimensional materials. Tran
port in one-dimensional or quasi-one-dimensional molecu
wires formed with self-assembled discotic molecules,1–7

nanotubes8,9 at high temperatures or with disorder, and m
lecular beam epitaxy~MBE! gate engineered confine
charged channels constitutes currently a very hot and tec
cally important topic.10 Other important systems includ
two-dimensional layers such as those encountered in sm
liquid crystals,11,12gate charge injected or doped polymers13

gate-addressed field-effect transistor~FET! devices based on
organic materials,14 thin-film transistors, and same such sy
tems when they exhibit a metal-insulator transition and
perconductors.

One-carrier conduction phenomena are now reason
well understood, and many workers are in the process
designing structures in order to exploit the subtle phenom
associated with one-carrier resonant tunneling through la
molecules.15–17 The molecules have energy levels structu
which can be put in and out of resonance to the energy of
incoming waves. This can be done using gates and n
ogates. The changes in these energy levels caused by
tamination or interaction or external fields can then be
corded as a new current-voltage response and used in va
device applications. At the same time it is also well know
0163-1829/2003/67~16!/165417~8!/$20.00 67 1654
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that small low-dimensional structures are more susceptibl
electron-electron interactions. As long as one is dealing w
a few steady-state carriers which can escape before ot
arrive, mean-field approaches are in order. Simplemin
mean-field approaches will, however, for obvious reasons
work in low-dimensional systems in which carriers interfe
seriously with each other’s pathways. Interactions
known, for example, to play a role in carbon nanotubes
low temperatures, and we believe that many ac response
nomena in conjugated polymers and molecular wires hav
the past been wrongly attributed to pure disorder effects
reality one is often dealing with a combination of bo
electron-electron interactions and disorder and it is not e
to differentiate the two experimentally unless one has
right theoretical tools. Electronic interactions also come in
play with high charging, such as occur for example in ele
trode or gate charged FET organic interfaces14 and thin-film
transistors. The same applies to highly doped materi
Charging energy is particularly important in high-band-ga
low-dielectric-constant, and low-dimensional molecular m
terials such as chemically or injection-doped smectic a
discotic liquid crystals.1–4,11

Charges can be injected into organic materials chemic
or by high fields and by light and one can measure
frequency-dependent conductivity. The frequency-depend
conductivity is in principle one of the easiest ways of see
the effect of interactions. The long-range Coulomb forc
produce, naively speaking, disorderlike potentials wh
©2003 The American Physical Society17-1
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confine and scatter the carriers. They generate in princip
frequency dependence on the motion which looks simila
the one produced by true disorder. The problem in prac
is, however, that one always has some disorder and s
electrode polarization effects, and then it is difficult to d
entangle these processes from each other.

II. COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

Using many-particle Monte Carlo simulations, we stu
the effect of charge-charge interactions on the ac conduc
ity of finite and electrode-addressed one-dimensional ch
following the work in Ref. 18. A schematic representation
the system is shown in Fig. 1. We consider that a molec
columnar wire, which does not interact with its neighbori
columns, is charged via a gated electrode and is attache
two metal electrodes, which serve the purpose of source
drain. The gate electrode lies at a distance ofd51 nm from

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the gated model system. A m
lecular wire is first charged by a gate, and the conduction ta
place along the molecular column between the source~S! and the
drain ~D!.
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the column, and its distance from the edge electrodes eq
LG51.4 nm. We have also considered the more reali
situation that the gate electrode isd530 nm away from the
column. A numberN of charges~negative or positive, in our
case negative! is placed along this linear gate, which is pa
allel to the organic column. Charges~which can be either
holes or electrons, and in our case we consider them to
holes! are created in the column and move along its len
under the influence of an externally applied field, which c
be either dc or ac. These holes can enter or leave the col
through the metal electrodes, but asymptotically they es
lish a steady-state distribution in the column.

In practice, we consider a column of 300 sites, with
lattice constanta50.35 nm, which corresponds to a 0.1-mm
device. The numberN of charges in the gate is fixed by th
assumed value of the gate field near the plate right at the
and remains constant throughout the simulation. We ass
that the negative voltage at the gate causes an equal nu
of charges~holes! to appear in random positions in the co
umn.

The Coulomb energyVn(t) of a hole located on site with
index n at distancer n5na from the source electrode is th
sum of repulsive forces due to the presence of other h
and the attractive force due to the negatively charged ga

Vn~ t !5Vn,rep~ t !1Vn,att5
e2

4pe0e r
(

m51

L
Hm~ t !

ur n2r mu
1Vn,att,

~1!

where Hm(t) is the hole density of sitem at time t and
assumes the values of 1 or 0, depending on whether this
is occupied by a hole at timet.

For the calculation of the Coulomb attraction energy
the holes we use the jellium model. We consider that
number of charges in the linear gate areN, the length of the
column isL, the gate electrode starts at a distanceLG from
the source and drain electrodes, and its distance from
column isd. Under these conditions, the attraction energy
a hole located on siter n is equal to

-
s

ite
Vn,att55
e2

4pe0er

N

L22LG
lnS L2LG2r n1A~L2LG2r n!21d2

LG2r n1A~LG2r n!21d2 D , r n,LG ,

e2

4pe0er

N

L22LG
lnS ~r n2LG1A~LG2r n!21d2!~L2LG2r n1A~L2LG2r n!21d2!

d2 D , LG<r n<L2LG ,

e2

4pe0er

N

L22LG
lnS r n2LG1A~r n2LG!21d2

r n2L1LG1A~r n2L1LG!21d2D , r n.L2LG .

~2!
During each step, the transition probabilities for all the charges in the column are computed, so that a charge in sn has

a hopping transition rateWn,n61 towards its neighbors:

Wn,n615H n0expS 2
DEn,n61

kT D for DEn,n61.0,

n0 for DEn,n61<0.

~3!
7-2
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The energy difference between the two sites is computed
the formula

DEn,n615Vn,n612Vn7eFa, ~4!

where the symbolVn,n61 represents the Coulombic energ
on siten61 when we displace the hole located on siten to
the siten61. The jump frequencyn0 is fixed to 1012 Hz.
The external electric fieldF can either be constantF0
520 kV/cm or oscillating with a periodv so that F(t)
5F0cos(vt). When a neighboring site is occupied the tra
sition rate towards that site is 0; i.e., we use excluded volu
rules.

For the first and last sites of the column the quantityDE
is modified, since now there is only one neighbor to move
and injection and absorption to the electrodes is possi
There exists an energy barrier between the valence ban
the organic material and the Fermi level of the metal el
trode, whose height we denote byEb . The energy difference
for a hole injection from the electrode to the first column s
is

DEn51
inj 5Eb1V12eFa ~5!

and for hole injection from the other electrode to the opp
site edge is

DEn5L
inj 5Eb1VN1eFa. ~6!

In the same way, the energy difference for absorption o
hole atn51 to the adjacent electrode is

DEn51
abs 52Eb2V11eFa, ~7!

while the same quantity for a hole leaving the column at
other side is given by

DEn5L
abs 52Eb2VN2eFa. ~8!

The case ofEb5` corresponds to blocking barriers, whe
the number of holes in the system is fixed for the en
duration of the simulation and no hole can enter or leave
column.

Once the transition probabilitiesW have been compute
for all holes in the system, the timedt required for each hop
is drawn by an exponential distribution,

dt5
2 ln R

Wn,n211Wn,n11
, ~9!

with R being a uniformly distributed random variable, a
suming values between 0 and 1. The shortest timedtmin of
this ensemble~including the time needed for injection an
absorption! is chosen and this jump takes place. The to
time advances by the same amountdtmin , and the direction
of the jump is decided with a probability

Pn,n615
Wn,n61

Wn,n211Wn,n11
. ~10!

When a hole moves from a site to another, the work done
the electric field during the time intervaldtmin is calculated
16541
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by dA56eaF(t). The total work done over a time interva
is added to the total workDA for that interval.

The above procedure is repeated many times with
holes moving around, leaving and entering the column. T
time that a given realization of the system lasts depends
the convergence of the results, which in turn depends on
specific parameters of the problem. Thus, typical times sim
lated are in the range of 0.01–0.1 ms. In order to elimin
any initial distribution bias, we repeat the whole algorith
for a number of different realizations~typically of the order
of 10–100!, with different random initial configurations
During all these realizations we monitor the average of
holes mobilitym in the system with time, until this averag
is well converged. In almost all cases, the error bars for
mobility estimation were less than 10%.

The number of holesNh in the column is a number which
varies with time and converges asymptotically to an aver
value, depending on the exact simulation conditions. Wh
we use blocking electrodes, of course,Nh is always equal to
N, the number of negative charges in the gate.

The average hole mobilitym is calculated via the work
DA done on all holes during an oscillation periodDt
52p/v and is given by18

m5
2DA

eF0
2DtNh

. ~11!

III. RESULTS

We have simulated the gated system described above
both dc and ac externally applied fields. When we conside
an ac field, we also studied the following two cases:~a!
include a finite barrier height between the metal electro
and the column and~b! assume an infinite barrier heigh
which corresponds to blocking electrodes.

A. dc mobility

In Fig. 2 we present the average mobility for the gat
one-dimensional column with 300 sites in a dc fieldF
520 kV/cm, as a function of the number of chargesN in the
gate. The injection energy barrier height is equal toEb
50.21 eV. Neglecting all carrier-carrier interactions, inclu
ing those from the gate charge, the mobility would scale

m5m0expS 2
Eb

kTD . ~12!

Different curves correspond to runs at different temperatu
Figure 2 shows that the temperature dependence of the
bility is strongly dependent on the value ofN, the charge
density. The increase in mobility with temperature is due
two factors.~a! The carriers find it easier to come into th
chain, and as the temperature increases because of the b
factor @i.e., as in Eq.~12!# ~b! the charges can also hop mo
easily inside the chains against the self-field produced by
other carriers, which means that in Eq.~12! the factorm0
should be replaced bym0(T,N). The calculated low-
temperature mobility is very small atT550 K ~not shown!.
7-3
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In this limit the charges are practically immobile and cann
overcome the charge-charge interactions which keep t
vibrating around their ‘‘equilibrium’’ positions.

An extremely interesting phenomenon is observed w
we look at the temperature dependence of the calculated
bility at different densities. Figure 2 shows that there a
densities at which the ‘‘activation energy’’ is practically zer
This means that for these particular values ofN, a charge
distribution is established in the given field geometry, wh
the injection barrier is compensated by the internal sp
charge and the gate field. One can also look at it as
variation of the calculated mobility with the number
charges,N. When the temperature is constant, the aver
mobility decreases with increasingN. This is expected be
cause the carriers have less space available to move in.
observation is actually true for room temperatures and ab
but Fig. 2 shows that this rule is clearly violated at low
temperatures and for high concentrations. For low temp
tures, the mobility decreases with charge concentration,
when the concentration exceeds a certain value~aroundN
530, corresponding to a concentration of 0.1! the mobility
increases with increasing concentration untilN5100. The
mobility decreases again, but exhibits another peak aN
5150. For concentrations higher than 0.5 the average
bility drops extremely rapidly, and the charges are practica
immobile. In other words, in the mobility versusN plot, we
can observe three maxima~located roughly atN55, N
5100, and N5150) and three minima~for N530, N
5120, andN5180, which is the highest concentration w
used!. One can understand this behavior if one notes that
combination of the intrinsic~work function! barrier, the
charging energy coming from other carriers, and the charg
energy from the gate within a particular gate geometry
gether produce a density-dependent pinning barrier wh
modulates the absorption and injection efficiency. One
see that when absorption-injection efficiency is high, the m
bility can be high, and this is caused by the forward drift
all carriers. As soon as the density exceeds the critical n
ber Nc the injection is reduced and the incoming carrier h

FIG. 2. Average carrier mobility as a function of the number
chargesN in the gate for a dc field of 20 kV/cm. Different temper
tures are plotted~top to bottom!: 450 K, 300 K, 150 K, and 100 K.
Lines are used as guides to the eye.
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to wait until one has exited. To calculateNc we note that the
Coulomb barrier at entry on column is defined by

ECB5 (
n51

N
e2

4pee0n^a~N!&
2Egate, ~13!

where^a(N)& is the average distance between two carriers
total numberN. With e;3, ECB exceedskT when the num-
ber of carriers,N, on the chain is larger thanNc;40–50~the
value increases slightly with the temperature!.

When the Coulomb repulsion energy at the entry s
starts to get much bigger thankT the carriers block each
other along the column. They can only move sequentia
‘‘in a phase’’ forced on them by the internal fields. The tot
energy barrier seen by the carrier on the first site in
column is given by

Etot5Eb1(
j

e2

4pee0r i j
2Egate, ~14!

whereEgateis the ‘‘attractive’’ energy of the gate counterion
and depends on the distance and gate geometry, and the
runs over the position of the carriers. When we increase
distance to the gate countercharge distribution from 1 nm
a more realistic value for conventional gate devices ofd530
nm ~see Fig. 3!,14,19,20 the mobility versus density behave
quite differently as shown in Fig. 3. The internal charge de
sity as a function of gate voltage is also shown in Fig.
Note that we now have fewer charges for the same g
charge because the Coulomb repulsion is relatively stron
and prevents charges from coming into the column. N
also that the mobility versusN oscillations observed in Fig. 2
no longer appear in the same place.

For higher temperatures, the picture is much easier to
derstand because the charges have enough energy to
come the local attractive energy barriers and there is no
ning effect. WhenT5450 K andN55, for example, it is
much easier for holes to enter the system, so that there
always eight to nine charges in the column which underg
forward drift motion, as opposed to one or two charges in
column forT5100 K.

For the injection barrierEb value used, the average num
ber of holes in the column during the simulation is close
the value expected from the gate charge, except of co
when we used530 nm. Here, the Coulomb repulsion wit
weak screening keeps the charges out of the column~see Fig.
3!. For d51 nm, the gate to charge density matching is
most one to one for all temperatures and at the lower en
concentrations. At higher concentrations, we observe a
duction in the average number of holes in the column of
order of 10%–15%; e.g., forN5100 we have around 90
holes. This is not surprising and is an effect of the ‘‘n
metallically screened Coulomb repulsion’’ in the chain.19,20

B. ac mobility

1. Finite electrode barrier height

For the relatively low frequencies of 106 Hz @Fig. 4~a!#
and for intermediate densities, the mobility increases alm

f
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TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE CHARGE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 165417 ~2003!
one order of magnitude as we increase the temperature~the
injection barrier is limiting the mobility!. But at the low-
concentration end, when carrier interactions are small
temperature dependence is weak. At very low frequenc
one should of course expect similar results to the ones
served in the limit of a dc field. So the temperature indep
dence at low concentrations implies that at 106 Hz one is
already looking at bulk motion. The barrier no longer affe
the ‘‘single-particle’’ mobility. It is important to note tha
apparently all the temperature dependence in Fig. 4~a! is al-
ready due to many-body effects. When the frequency of
electric field is increased further, as shown in Fig. 4~b!, to the
frequency value of 109 Hz, for example, the change wit
temperature is now weaker even for higher densities. On
time scale, the interactions are getting less important as
might expect. Indeed, for very high frequencies, e
1010 Hz as shown in Fig. 4c, the mobility actually decreas
with increasing temperature, and this behavior is monoto
with N. The change in mobility is however less than half
order of magnitude. This behavior is unusual for hopp
systems.21 We believe that this is because the effective d
order is increasing with temperature. The disorder increa

FIG. 3. Comparison between systems withd51 nm ~solid sym-
bols! andd530 nm~open symbols! of ~a! the average mobility and
~b! the average number of charges in the column, forT5100 K
~circles! andT5300 K ~squares!, under the influence of a dc field
of 20 kV/cm.
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because the number of carriers in the column is increas
and this reduces the free volume, as shown in Fig. 2.

For a given temperature, the calculated frequency dep
dence is shown in Fig. 5. Here we have plotted three curv
~a! T5193 K, ~b! T5343 K, and~c! T5493 K. Consider

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the average ac mobility
different initial charge concentrations and field frequencies:~a!
106 Hz, ~b! 109 Hz, and~c! 1010 Hz. The energy barrier height o
the electrode is equal to 0.21 eV. We observe different pattern
behavior as a function of the concentration as we vary the
quency. The gate charges are as follows:N53 (h), N59 (v),
N518 (d), N536 (L), andN560 (3).
7-5
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FIG. 5. Variation of the average ac mobility with the field fr
quency. The energy barrier height of the electrode is equal to
eV. Three different temperatures are presented:~a! T5193 K, ~b!
T5343 K, and~c! T5493 K. Symbols correspond toN53 (h),
N518 (d), N536 (n), andN560 (3).
16541
first the low-temperature curve. Here the average mobility
small concentrations is practically constant for all freque
cies. This means that the injection barrier has very little
fect on the frequency behavior at this temperature. Let us
to understand why. In the spirit of a simple resistance su22

for a one-particle random walker and rigorous in the lo
frequency limit, we have for a column of 300 sites a tran
port admittanceY

Y~v!5
e2a2

kT S 1

iv1Winj
1

299

iv1Wbulk
D 21

. ~15!

The injection rateWinj is activated as in Eq.~12!, and the
bulk rateWbulk is a constant for a single particle. From E
~15! one would expect the frequency dependence to com
when the frequency is of the order of the injection ra
which is roughly 108 Hz, and to saturate at the bulk value
1012. This, however, does not happen in Fig. 5. AtN53 the
mobility stays roughly at saturation value all the way. T
reason for this behavior is as shown in Fig. 2. The partic
in the simulation are moving in a potential made up of t
gate field, the electron-electron interaction, and the barr
i.e., as given by Eq.~14!. The barrier at a given concentratio
may indeed be much lower than the injection barrier, and t
is why there is no, or only a weak, frequency dependence
this particular concentration. Looking at Fig. 5 we see tha
higher concentrations the mobility becomes strongly f
quency dependent~see the corresponding dc limit in Fig. 2!
and rapidly increases with frequency at around 109 Hz. This
is now an interaction effect as in Eq.~14!, and it looks as if
in the spirit of one-body theory, interactions are causing
effective disorder. The interactions appear to have little eff
on time scales shorter than 1029 s. As we raise the tempera
ture further to 343 K, the frequency dependence is now w
for all N. Above 343 K, there is in effect no strong inhom
geneity in the hop time distribution. This means that t
variation in hopping activation energies is comparable tokT.
Finally, in the extreme high-T limit, when T5493 K the
mobility actually decreases with increasing frequency. T
is most unusual for hopping transport and is in this mo
due to the extra charging that high-temperature causes
shown in Fig. 2. At high densities, a real-time analysis sho
that the charges move like a collective ‘‘line of billiar
balls.’’A carrier can only come in when one has escaped,
the mobility decreases withN at high temperatures. In Fig. 6
we present the steady-state number of holes in the colum
a function of temperature for different gate charges. T
number is an average over all different frequencies used.
evident that there is a considerable net charging effect in
system. The charging is more prominent for smallerN. For
example, whenN53 andT5593 K the average number o
holes in the system is around 7, while forT5193 K it is 2
~the absolute value of these numbers depends of cours
the value of the interface energy barrierEb , but the basic
trends remain the same!. This charging effect is responsibl
for giving the lower value of the mobility observed at high
temperatures~see, for example, Fig. 2!. Normally, in hopping
transport we expect the mobility to go up with temperatu
Here, however, the steady-state density of holes, which

1

7-6
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TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE CHARGE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 165417 ~2003!
influences the magnitude of the hole-hole scattering, is t
perature dependent. There are competing influences: whe
temperature makes hopping easier, the number of holes
goes up, and this increases therefore the hole-hole inte
tions or what is also the degree of disorder in the system

2. Blocking electrodes

We also studied the case where there is an infinitely hi
energy barrier among the electrodes and the molecular w
This corresponds to blocking electrodes, which means
the system is ‘‘closed’’ in the sense that no carrier can~sub-
sequent to charging! enter or leave the column. In Fig. 7 w
can see that at high frequencies the average mobility is c
stant and almost the same for different concentrations. T
is because in this limit we are looking at bulk hopping. A
we lower the frequency, the mobility drops steadily to ve
small values. The carrier displacement is at low frequenc

FIG. 6. Average over all ac frequencies of the number of ho
along the column, as a function of temperature. The energy ba
height of the electrode is equal to 0.21 eV. Top to bottom:N
560, N536, N518, andN53. Note the charging effect at highe
temperatures and lower concentrations.

FIG. 7. Average mobility as a function of frequency for differe
charge concentrations~top to bottom:N53, N518, N536) with
blocking electrodes and 300 sites atT5293 K.
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limited by the boundary and the decrease in mobility is e
pected in a confined system. The effect is also concentra
dependent. Going up in frequency, we observe that
higher the hole densities, the later the saturation freque
For the same frequency, the difference in the mobility for t
low and high concentrations can be up to 2 orders of m
nitude. This is true for concentrations in the range from 0
to 0.12 charges per site.

The corresponding temperature-frequency dependenc
shown in Fig. 8. The curves seem to lie practically all on t
same points except in the limit of high frequencies. Here,
average mobility is temperature dependent and the inter
ing point is that the mobility decreases with temperatu
This is a many-body effect and says that temperature is
hancing the Coulombic disorder by allowing configuratio
which provide a wider distribution of activation energies.

In order to understand this behavior more accurately,
monitored the motion of the charges in the column as a fu
tion of time. The main conclusion is that the charges follo
the periodic pattern imposed by the external alternating fie
When the field frequency is high, the charges do not h
enough time to come closer to each other or to the e
trodes, so they fluctuate rapidly around their initial positio
following the field, and this gives rise to the given calculat
mobility value shown in Figs. 7 and 8. As the temperatu
increases, the thermal energy of the charges allows them
move more easily against the direction of the fields. T
increases the electron-electron disorder energy, and in
way temperature now reduces the overall mobility. This p
ture explains the decrease of the mobility with temperatur
a given value of~high! frequency, as shown in Fig. 8.

For a given high-frequency range, this picture rema
basically the same. Suppose that three charges are locat
the column at some equilibrium positions. For a frequen
1012 Hz, for example, they will make very short moves t
wards one or the other side. When the frequency is switc
to 1010 Hz, the charges will again follow the field, but de
spite the larger distances traveled in any one direction,

s
er

FIG. 8. Average mobility as a function of frequency for differe
temperatures with blocking electrodes and 300 sites, whereN
536. Symbols correspond to the following temperatures:T
5193 K (d), T5293 K (h), T5493 K (3), and T
5593 K (n).
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charge closest to the electrode will still not have enough t
to seriously be blocked by the confining electrodes. Si
larly, the other charges will not have enough time to feel
changes in each others positions, and they will continue
oscillate, essentially undisturbed, thus giving rise to the sa
mobility as for higher frequencies. This explains the const
value of them(N) mobility versus frequency at high fre
quencies.

When the frequency is small so that the displacement
reach the electrode boundary, the charges are pushed tow
one side of the column. They come very close to each o
and thus the mobility decreases withN ~only the one furthest
from the edge can move easily, but when the charge trie
escape, the external field pushes it back!. As the frequency
gets lower and lower, the effect becomes more pronoun
because now the biasing field remains at the same magn
and in the same direction for a longer time 1/v. This is the
reason why the mobility falls rapidly and monotonically wi
lower frequencies. In fact, when using blocking electrod
the dc mobility is rigorously 0 as it should be, with the~1!
charges ‘‘piling’’ up near the (2) electrode.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have continued the study of charge transport in in
acting quasi-one-dimensional gated systems with emph
on the temperature dependence of the mobility. We have s
that the temperature changes the mobility in the presenc
a dc field but that the effect is very much dependent
charge concentration. The temperature dependence is
tially due to the assumed injection barrier and partially d
pp

il

ol

16541
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e
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n
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to
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,
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e

to the fact that carriers can ‘‘push their way in’’ like a line o
‘‘billiard balls.’’ Both factors work together to produce th
final result shown in Fig. 2. Temperature can cause the
steady-state charge to vary and this then also affects
charge-charge interaction efficiency~Fig. 2!.

The many-body interactions do indeed cause a freque
dependence of the mobility. However, using the same par
eters as for doped discoticHAT6,23 we find that the frequency
dependence comes in at too high a frequency. It seems
the experimental data in Refs. 1–4 and 23 can only be
derstood if we also include disorder.

When we have blocking electrodes, the interactions in
ence the density and the temperature dependent ac mob
The charges increase the confinement and the mobility
creases with concentration and with temperature in the w
one would expect for finite ordered segments. Finally,
now need to extend our theoretical tools to handle tw
dimensional systems, so that we can model smectic liq
crystals, mixes of smectics, FET’s, thin-film transisto
~TFT!, and also the transport through large molecules suc
nanotubes and nanotubes filled with fullerenes~pea pods!.24

So far the work has focused on quantum transport. There
and will be, we believe, many new and exciting experimen
results coming up in this field in the stochastic and diffusi
limit.
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